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Write the correct answer in each of the following:
1. If two angles are complements of each other, then angle is
a) An acute angle

b) an obtuse angle

c) a right angle

0

d)a reflex angle

0

2. An angle which measures more than 180 but less than 360 is called
a)an acute angle

b) an obtuse angle
0

c) a straight angle

d) a reflex angle

c) 170 20’

d) 120 40’

’

3. The complement of 72 40 is
a) 1070 20’

b) 270 20’

4. The measure of an angle is five times its complement. The angle measures
a) 250

b) 350

c) 650

d) 750

5. If the supplement of an angle is three times its complement, then angle is :
a) 400

b) 350

c) 500

d) 450

6. The angle between the bisectors of two adjacent supplementary angles is:
a) acute angle

b) right angle

c) obtuse

d) none of these

7. If two lines are intersected by a transversal then each pair of corresponding angles so formed is
a) equal

b) complementary

c) supplementary

d) none of these

8. Two parallel lines have:
a) A common point

b) Two common points c) no common point

d) infinite common

point
9. If one angle of triangle is equal to the sum of the other two angles then triangle is:
a) Acute triangle

b) obtuse triangle

c) right triangle

d) none of these

10. If two parallel lines are intersected by a transversal then the bisectors of the interior angles
form a:
a) Rhombus

b) Parallogram

c) square

d) rectangle

11. An exterior angle of a triangle is 800 and two interior opposite angles are equal. Measure of
each of these angles is:
a) 1200

b) 600

c) 400

12. If two supplementary angles are in the ratio 2:7 then the angles are:

d) 1000

a) 700, 1100

b) 500, 1300

c) 350, 1450

13. In the given figure AB|| CD, CD||EF and y:z = 3:7 , then x=?

d) 400, 1400

A

B

a)1080

b)1260

C

D

b) 1620

b) 630

E

F

14. For what value of x shall we have l||m ?

t

a) X=35

b) X=70

l

b) X=60

b) X=45

m

(2x-30)0
(x+20)0

15. If 3 A=4 B=6 C, then A:B:C=?
a)3:4:6

b)4:3:2

c)2:3:4

d)6:4:3

16. In

ABC if

A+ B=1250 and

a) 62.5

A+ C=1130 then

A=?

b) 56.5

c) 58

d) 63

b) 1800

c) 180< X< 360 d) 90< X<180

17. reflex angle =
a) 900

18. ............... lines are always coplanar.
a) intersecting

b) parallel lines c) concurrent line d) none of these

19. If B lies between A and C and AC= 10cm, what is AB2.
a) 36cm

b) 35cm

c) 85cm

d) 25cm

20. The angles of a triangle are in the ratio 5:3:7 .The triangle is
a) an acute angled triangle

b) an obtuse angled triangle

c) a right triangle

d) an isosceles triangle
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